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Abstract—Crowdsourcing is widely accepted as a means
for resolving tasks that are hard for computers, e.g., entity
resolution. Unfortunately, Crowdsourcing may yield relatively
low-quality results if there is no proper quality control.
Although previous studies attempt to eliminate workers by
estimating workers’ qualities via qualiﬁcation tests or hidden
tests, the qualities estimated may not be accurate, because
workers may have diverse qualities across tasks. Thus, the
quality of the results could be further improved by wisely
assigning tasks to the workers who are specialized in the tasks
and online task assignment is an effective way to achieve this
goal. However, existing crowdsourcing platforms either do not
support online task assignment (e.g., CrowdFlower) or are
not user-friendly because they require to write complicated
codes (e.g., Amazon MTurk). To address these limitations, we
develop an online task assignment system, which can on-theﬂy assign workers with appropriate tasks. We have deployed
our system on top of MTurk. We demonstrate the following
scenarios using our system. Firstly, requesters can easily utilize
our system to enable online task assignment in order to
improve answer quality. Moreover, requesters do not need to
write any code. Secondly, our system can infer the quality
of workers, and requesters can design and test their own
task assignment algorithms using our proposed information.
Thirdly, our system can monitor tasks and workers in real time,
and the requesters can eliminate bad workers or terminate the
crowdsourcing process to reduce the unnecessary cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing provides an effective way to resolve
computer-hard tasks, e.g., entity resolution and sentiment
analysis (see a survey [11] and a book [13]). Due to its
openness, crowdsourcing may yield relatively low-quality
results, or even noise. Thus we need to design effective
quality-control techniques to improve the quality. A widelyadopted strategy is to assign each task to multiple workers
(called task assignment) and derive the result by aggregating
worker answers (called truth inference). Task assignment
aims to assign tasks to appropriate workers and truth inference attempts to infer the quality of workers and the truth of
tasks. However, workers may have diverse qualities across
tasks. Firstly, good workers usually give high-quality results
while bad workers give low-quality results by randomly
selecting answers [18], [2]. Secondly, many tasks are domain
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speciﬁc, and workers are usually good at tasks in domains
they are familiar with but provide low-quality answers in
unfamiliar domains [5], [16]. Although qualiﬁcation tests
(workers are required to perform a qualiﬁcation test when
they ﬁrst come to answer real tasks, and the test contains
a set of tasks with known ground truth) and hidden tests
(a set of tasks with known ground truth is mixed into the
real tasks and workers cannot distinguish between them),
they have some limitations. Qualiﬁcation tests cannot detect
the workers who carefully answer qualiﬁcation tasks but
randomly answer refal tasks. Hidden tests involve additional
cost and mistakenly eliminate high-quality workers.
Online task assignment can address these limitations by
on-the-ﬂy assigning tasks to appropriate workers [14], [6],
[15]. However, existing crowdsourcing platforms either do
not support online task assignment, e.g., CrowdFlower, or
require users to write complex codes, e.g., Amazon MTurk.
It is hard for requesters to use online task assignment.
To address these limitations, we develop an online task
assignment system, CrowdOTA. When a worker requests
tasks, CrowdOTA on-the-ﬂy selects k tasks to the worker.
CrowdOTA implements multiple online task assignment
algorithms and requesters can select any algorithm to assign
their tasks. When a worker completes k tasks and submits
their answers to CrowdOTA, our system computes the
worker quality and infers the truth of each task. We have
deployed our system on top of Amazon MTurk. Next we
illustrate the key characteristics of our system as follows.
• Improving Result Quality. Compared with traditional
ofﬂine task assignment that generates the tasks ofﬂine and
randomly assigns tasks to workers, our system can improve
the result quality by on-the-ﬂy generating tasks and assigning them to appropriate workers [5], [18], [9].
• Real-Time Monitoring. Our system can monitor tasks
and workers in real time. If a worker has bad quality, our
system can on-the-ﬂy block her from answering more tasks.
If the quality of tasks are not acceptable, the requester can
terminate and redesign their tasks.
• Enabling Online Task Assignment. Requesters do not
need to write any code, and they only need to set the
parameters, such as the price of each task, the number of
assignments for each task in a conﬁguration ﬁle. They can
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utilize our system to directly enable online task assignment.
Our system provides multiple task assignment algorithms.
Requesters can use our default task assignment algorithm,
or select their preferred task assignment algorithms.
• Testing New Task Assignment Algorithm. Requesters
can design and test their own assignment algorithms. Our
system provides a database that keeps the required information in designing new assignment algorithms, including the
inferred workers’ quality, the status of current assignments,
and the answers of the current assignments. Our source
code has been open-sourced via the following link: https:
//github.com/TsinghuaDatabaseGroup/crowdota.


 


 



  

  
  

 

II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
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A. System Architecture
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our system. Requesters
can submit their tasks and deploy their applications by
APPManager. APPManger interacts with the underlying
crowdsourcing platform to publish tasks. When a worker
requests tasks, HITCreator calls TaskAssignment to get
k tasks, packs them into a HIT (Human Intelligent Task),
uses a selected HTML template to render the HIT, and sends
it to the crowdsourcing platform. TaskAssignment includes
multiple task assignment algorithms which are used to select
k tasks. When a worker completes k tasks, HITReceiver
accepts the results and calls ResultInference to infer the
worker quality and the truth of tasks. ResultInference
includes multiple truth inference algorithms. All the tasks,
workers, answers are stored in Database. Requesters can
access Database to get the detailed information to design
their own task assignment algorithms. Next, we introduce
the details of each component.
• APPManager: Suppose a requester wants to deploy a
crowdsourcing application with n tasks in CrowdOTA. The
requester ﬁrst needs to provide a folder which contains three
ﬁles. (1) Task File is a csv ﬁle which stores the set of n
tasks; (2) UI Template File is used to render k tasks as a
user understandable HIT in HTML templates (the requester
can also use our provided templates); (3) Conﬁguration
File contains all required information about the application,
including the type of tasks (e.g., single-choice task), the url
of the server to manage the HITs, the number of tasks in
each HIT (k), the amount of money paid for each HIT (b),
the total number of assignments of all HITs (m), the type of
assignment and inference algorithms. We also provide some
guidelines for the requester about how to set the required
information about the application. For example, the number
of tasks in each HIT (k) is related to the amount of money
paid for each HIT (b). The total number of assignments
of all HITs (m) is decided by the total budgets (denoted
as B) provided by the requesters and m = B/b. We will
give a detailed example to show how an application can
be deployed and how the related parameters can be set in

Figure 1.

CrowdOTA Architecture.

Section II-B. There are still works that study how to wisely
set the budget [7].
CrowdOTA contains four types of built-in task types
with corresponding UI templates, assignment and inference
algorithms. Requesters only need to provide the tasks and
conﬁguration ﬁles to deploy their applications. Next, we
brieﬂy discuss the four types of tasks. (1) Single-Choice
Task: workers are asked to choose one answer from multiple
choices, e.g., select ‘YES’ or ‘NO’ in entity resolution. (2)
Multiple-Choice Task: workers are asked to select one or
more answers from multiple choices, e.g., select the objects
from an image. (3) Fill-in Task: workers are asked to ﬁll-in
blank for given tasks, e.g., ﬁll in the university of a professor.
(4) Collection Task: workers are asked to answer open tasks,
e.g., collect top-100 universities in US.
• Web Server: Web Server mainly processes the requests
from the workers and consists of two parts: HITCreator and
HITReceiver. (1) HITCreator: if a worker requests a HIT,
HITCreator will call the TaskAssignment to on-the-ﬂy
generate k tasks. Then it returns an HTML page with these k
tasks to the worker. (2) HITReceiver: if a worker submits
a HIT, HITReceiver stores the HIT’s information in the
Database. HITReceiver calls ResultInference to update
the worker quality and truth of the task in the Database.
Once all HITs of the application are ﬁnished, the results of
tasks will be stored in the Database.
• TaskAssignment: TaskAssignment is one of the two
core components in CrowdOTA, which on-the-ﬂy selects k
tasks for a worker (see Section III-A for more details).
• ResultInference: Result Inference is another core component in CrowdOTA, which infers workers’ quality and the
truth of tasks. We will discuss the details in Section III-B.
• Database: Database is the component that stores tables
including worker model, task model and HIT model. It
contains the following tables.
(1) Table HITGroupInfo corresponds to HIT Group in
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Figure 2.

The Workﬂow of CrowdOTA.

MTurk where information of each HIT Group will be
recorded. All HITs in one HIT Group share the same
setting. The columns include HITGroupId (a unique Id),
HITtitle (title of the HIT shown in MTurk), HITdescription
(description of HIT shown in MTurk, explaining what the
HIT is), questionsPerHIT (number of tasks in one HIT),
taskType (type of tasks, e.g., ”SC” short for Single-Choice),
taskFile (the ﬁle that tasks can be loaded from), HITRemains
(number of remaining HITs in the HITGroup).
(2) Table HITInfo contains two columns, HITId and HITGroupId. Based on HITId, one can get the corresponding
HITGroupId ,then get the setting of the HIT.
(3) Table TaskInfo records each task’s information. The
columns include taskId, taskDescription (description of each
task shown to workers in a HIT), taskLabels (labels for
workers to choose in choice-like questions), HITGroupID
(HIT Group the task belongs to), answered (the number that
the task have been answered), result (result according to
the current answers) and distribution (a json-format string
records the probability distribution for each label).
(4) Table Assignment corresponds to assignment in MTurk.
When a worker accepts a HIT, an assignment is generated.
The columns include assignmentId (gotten from MTurk and
return to MTurk if one accepts the worker’s answer to the
HIT), workerId (the worker who accepts the HIT), HITId
(HIT which is accepted), arriveTime (time when the worker
accepts the HIT), ﬁnishTime (time when the worker submits
the answer of HIT) and accept (allow the worker to answer
the HIT or return a blank page to reject the worker).
(5) Table Submission records all information about submissions. When a worker submits a HIT, the answers to
the tasks in the HIT will be recorded. The columns include
HITGroupId (HIT group the HIT belongs to), workerId
(worker who answers the HIT), taskId (id of the task that the
worker answered), HITId (id of the HIT) and result (result
that the worker answers to the task).
(6) Table WorkerInfo records the information of worker,
workerId and quality. The quality is a real number which
can be gotten by truth inference algorithms.

B. System Workﬂow
CrowdOTA is a python project. There are some required
softwares/programming tools to install, including Python,
Django, Boto Library, Mysql and Stunnel. Django is used
to construct a web server, which is used to interact with
workers. When a worker requests a HIT on MTurk, a request
will be sent to the HITCreator of our system. Thus we need
to construct a web server that listens to the request. Since
MTurk requires to use https server, we deploy Stunnel which
can turn any insecure TCP port into a secure encrypted port
using OpenSSL package for cryptography to support https.
We use Boto Library to interact with MTurk, like publishing
tasks or conﬁrming workers’ answers.
Figure 2 shows the workﬂow of our system. To use our
system, requesters need to upload a csv ﬁle containing all the
tasks and the conﬁguration ﬁle conﬁg.json. It contains the
settings such as the type of the application, the task ﬁle, the
information of HITs and the speciﬁed Amazon MTurk key.
Then APPManager will publish HITs to crowdsourcing
platforms according to the conﬁg.json. When a worker
requests a task, HITCreator will be asked to select k tasks.
When a worker completes a HIT, HITReceiver will receive
the answers and infer the worker quality and tasks’ truth.
We provide two interfaces, called getTasks(·) and
completeTasks(·), which allow requesters to design
their own task assignment and truth inference algorithms.
The interface getTasks(workerId,hitId,taskNum)
is a function in “getTasks.py”, which assigns the worker
(with workerId) with a HIT (with hitId and the number
of tasks, taskNum). If requesters want to test their own
algorithms, they can rewrite the function to select tasks.
The interface completeTasks(workerId,hitId)
is the function in “completeTasks.py”, which denotes that
worker (workerId) completes a HIT (hitId). The answers
are recorded, and inference algorithm should be given and
called to update the worker quality and truth for each
task. Requesters can rewrite the function to test their own
inference algorithms.
Example 1: We show how an application can be deployed. Suppose a requester wants to deploy an entity resolution application which can be treated as “Single-Choice
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Task” in CrowdOTA and the requester generates n = 1000
tasks where each task has the choices “equal” and “nonequal”. The requester ﬁrst creates an application folder in
the APPManager component. In the folder, the requester
provides tasks ﬁle, conﬁguration ﬁle with all settings. You
can set the number of tasks as k = 10 , money paid for a HIT
as b = $0.2, the total number of assignments as m = 350,
the assignment algorithm as “random” and the inference
algorithm as “EM”. After creating the folder, requester uses
APPManager to publish the tasks.
When a worker requests a HIT on MTurk, WebServer
acquires the worker’s id from MTurk and passes it to
TaskAssignment, which selects k = 10 tasks, and returns
a HIT consisting of the selected 10 tasks to the worker.
When a worker completes a HIT, WebServer calls the
ResultInference, which infers and updates the truth for
each task and worker quality based on the task model and
worker model. After obtaining the answers of all m = 350
HITs, CrowdOTA gets the ﬁnal result for each task from
Database. Note that if the requester wants to test their
own assignment algorithm, it is only required to rewrite the
getTasks(·) function in the ﬁle getTasks.py.

is the worker quality and the inferred results. CrowdOTA
has implemented the following truth-inference algorithms.
(1) Majority Voting[17], [11]; (2) EM Algorithm [3], [4].
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